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EXFOR+ CIC 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Founders Introduction 
Having left the Royal Marine Commandos due to severe injury. My transition to civilian life was far from easy, 
but better than for many Veterans. We are, if not discriminated against, marginalised and overlooked. I’m 
determined to make change for our communities, for the better through ExFor+ CIC, which I founded. I believe 
that new technology, in the guise of VKTN and Blockchain can be the catalyst. For further reading about 
myself and the rationale behind VTKN, please see Appendices A and B at the end of this document. 

Objective: 
The objective of VTKN is to create a new global support ecosystem powered by the ERC20 token that is able 
to be utilised in trade, exchange, transactions and donations. It is designed for the support of the communities 
in which we live, to aid them to grow socially and economically.  ExFor+ CIC will continue to provide, support 
and offer employment opportunities to veterans and service personnel that have been willing to protect their 
countries freedoms and rights. ExFor+ CIC aim to be able to give further purpose to those who have served, 
by utilising the specialist skills and experiences, that they have gained whilst being willing to sacrifice for all. 
Our aim is become a global organisation that uses emerging technologies, without limits to what can be 
achieved. ExFor+ CIC have many unique initiatives already in the pipeline that have not yet been brought to an 
old, antiquated and technology resistant support sector, we plan to be the new leaders in our field. 
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Goals: 
Our goals are simple:  

Employ veterans of Emergency services and or the Armed Forces, providing transitional employment and 
support. Utilising the skills and experiences of this specialist cohort to provide back to the countries in which 
they have served.  

To work for the community, to grow and strengthen them, so that we are all able to have a good standard of 
living.  

To reduce Homelessness, Crime, Mental Health difficulties and increase life chances for all. 

To centralise a fragmented and uncoordinated charity sector. 

Working with government departments to be the ‘go to’ organisation for all things positive needed within the 
communities.  

To continue and develop the work already started and undertaken by ExFor+ CIC. 

Solution: 
VTKN is a solution that enables many to support those who are in need of being supported within society and 
the communities in which we live. One that is different to the current structures that are already in place. Often 
utilising the beneficiaries to raise money and awareness of issues, often funding wages of non beneficiaries 
and not focusing on the beneficiary. We aim to be different to the processes of yesteryear. We plan to place 
the beneficiary first. 

VTKN is being created by the founder of ExFor+ CIC who has been written about in UK National press and 
Media.  

News and Media articles:  

https://www.helpforheroes.org.uk/news/simon-adams/ 

https://twitter.com/victorialive/status/1196737115326828545 

https://www.prospects.co.uk/About-Us/Customer-Stories/prospects-works-with-exfor-to-support-forces-
veterans-with-employment-opportunities 

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/former-soldier-mp-says-veterans-12084010 

The founder of ExFor+ CIC has been noted as being a force for good and positive change. His personal aims 
and goals are to create a system that is easy to understand and engage with that provides support when 
support is needed.  

VTKN can be utilised for purchasing goods and controlling which goods can be bought, this is especially 
important when individuals who may be classed as vulnerable are in need of immediate support. Current 
systems have proven to be ineffective often having loop holes. Utilising the Tech that is being developed by  

https://www.helpforheroes.org.uk/news/simon-adams/
https://twitter.com/victorialive/status/1196737115326828545
https://www.prospects.co.uk/About-Us/Customer-Stories/prospects-works-with-exfor-to-support-forces-veterans-with-employment-opportunities
https://www.prospects.co.uk/About-Us/Customer-Stories/prospects-works-with-exfor-to-support-forces-veterans-with-employment-opportunities
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/former-soldier-mp-says-veterans-12084010
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ExFor+ CIC will enable charities, organisations and individuals to donate to those in need with confidence, 
knowing that the funds are not being misused.  

VTKN provides opportunities to those who decide to engage with the ERC20 token and smart contract to 
share, transfer, gift and provide to the communities in which they live. We have also seen the value of some 
ERC20 tokens increase significantly over the years, We hope that those who invest will want to also pay 
forwards some of any prospective gains.  

VTKN can also be utilised by the veteran community to provide personal payments for health, wellbeing and 
support services, this process is currently being worked on, over time it may require a further ERC20 token to 
be developed and deployed that is backed by VTKN. As VTKN has a capped initial supply of 1bn VTKN.  

Project Outline: 
ExFor+ CIC has been in development since 2013, but formally providing support to individuals who have 
served, their families and the communities in which we all live since 2018. Covid hit at the end of 2019 
beginning of 2020 and ExFor+ CIC were unable to keep up at the time with the developments required for 
internet based support services being a relatively new organisation. Throughout the pandemic however, 
ExFor+ CIC worked hard to provide support to those who we were already supporting and to help in national 
efforts during the height of the pandemic.  

With the pace of emerging technologies ExFor+ CIC needed to adapt and diversify their offering to remain 
relevant on a global scale. Many charities have also withdrawn or closed their services, leading to many 
individuals suffering poor mental health and also struggling financially. We plan to change all of this. 
  
The charity and Veteran Support Sector has for a long time needed to be overhauled and with watching how 
new technologies can provide opportunity VTKN was born. VTKN can resolve many of the current issues not 
only within the UK, but globally and we welcome the support from all those who wish to see the planet 
prosper.  

We want to work in reducing:  

• Environmental dangers for future generations, 
• Food poverty,  
• Homelessness,  
• Poor Mental Health,  
• Unemployment 
• Criminal Activity 
• Substance misuse 

We want to increase the life chances of the under privileged and support the vulnerable. We want to create a 
UBI, we want to stop children from going hungry. We have worked with National Government contractors and 
have provided support too many in difficult situations. We believe we can continue to do this with your 
support, the power of all and the belief in VTKN and ExFor+ CIC. 
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Time line:  
2011: Founder of ExFor+ CIC medically discharged from the UK Armed Forces (Royal Marines Commando) 

2012: Founder of ExFor+ CIC started working for national and international organisations know as government 
contractors supporting the longterm unemployed and economically inactive, with the broadest demographic, 
ranging from homeless, poor mental health and substance misusers through to highly qualified individuals with 
significant work histories.  

2013: ExFor+ CIC vision was developed with a full business plan with a significant number of verticals.  

2015: ExFor+ CIC started to look for funding opportunities.  

2017: Funding Secured and preparation for launch. 

2018-19: ExFor+ CIC Launched from the UK House of Commons supporting almost 200+ veterans in its first 
two years.  

2020-21: Global Pandemic, still focused on supporting the communities and the veteran community, 
developed a number of further prospective income streams and these are soon to be deployed via a range of 
apps. All being Tech focused to aid speed of engagement and use of VTKN. 

16 Apps ranging from Crypto Wallet, Social Media, Marketing, Employment and more… 

2021-22: Brining VTKN to reality and deploying the ERC20 token.  

2022-onwards: Helping Veterans, Communities globally to make the world and the lives of its inhabitants a 
better safer world to live in. Deploying the Apps that are already in and coming to an end of development.  

Total Supply: 
 VTKN is designed to have a capped total supply this will be 1 Billion VTKN’s (1,000,000,000 ) using the 
standard ETH decimalisation of 18. There is no ICO which we hope will provide fairness to the community. 

The Break down of these 1 Billion VTKN’s is as follows:  

1% of total supply will go to Founder of ExFor+ CIC, The Founder of ExFor+ CIC will not look to draw a wage 
from his role within ExFor+ CIC. 

2.5% of total supply will be held in a wallet by ExFor+ CIC to provide 10 VTKN’s to every UK veteran. Any 
tokens unclaimed will be returned to ExFor+ CIC. 

20% of the total supply will be given to ExFor+ CIC to manage. Aiding the communities to grow socially and 
economically. 

76.5% of the total supply will be placed with exchanges to enable individuals around the world to trade, 
transact and donate directly to beneficiaries via the upcoming apps or via their own wallets to others. 

 

  



We Look forward to positively changing the lives of many, with your help and support. 

“Working Together, Enhancing Lives” 

#VTKN 
#VToken 

#ExForPlus 
#WTEL 

#WorkingTogetherEnhancingLives 

ExFor+ CIC founders public address: 0xE691c5588595b5d1148EDf4e38fD3199C7668a7a   
ExFor+ CIC public address: 0x31F883112d4844Ca61583D8BC9621033Cf395A78 

Veterans wallet public address: 0x7B47645FC6F87D4C8Fd1946275d22F3F43CC9397 

VTKN Contract Address: 0x462304F4776D1feC747622762819522420E85726 

76.5%

20.0%

2.5%

1.0%

ExFor+ CIC Founder UK Veterans ExFor+ CIC Exchanges
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: 

Founders Overview:  
When leaving the Armed Forces, I lost my purpose and passion. Ever since I was an 8 year old boy, I wanted 
to serve and protect my family and community. I spent years in preparation to join the Armed Forces, being a 
cadet, going through further education, training physically in martial arts and pushing myself. I always wanted 
to be the best of the best. One day in my early 20’s after having significant facial surgery to correct an 
underbite, I went to the Armed Forces Careers Office. They asked “what did I want to do?” and I outlined I 
wanted to be the best of the best. At that time I thought it was the Parachute Regiment and the Special Air 
Service, saying this to the Royal Marine Commando Corporal in front of me lead to a response. “Why be a 
Para when you can be a Marine, 99.99% need not apply you know, be the best be a Marine”. That was all I 
needed my internal ambition of being a 0.01% individual was what lead me to join the Royal Marines and go 
through some of the worlds most arduous training.  

I was unfortunately injured early on in my career. I sustained multiple injuries both physical and mental health 
related. I ended up being medically discharged after serving a little over 5 years and becoming 1 of the 2.5m 
veterans in the UK. Many will say “I’ve spent more time in the Scran queue”. However the medical discharge 
was just the beginning. I was then unemployed, soon to be married, with a mortgage and didn’t know what I 
was going to do next. I sent some 300 applications to employers receiving only 3 responses. I was fortunate to 
have received a response from a fantastic employer who could see my value. I worked with them for almost 9 
years, within which time I managed to change the lives of 100’s of individuals, develop new working processes 
and work with individuals from all walks of life. I somehow specialised in supporting the most vulnerable most 
likely because I could understand their struggles but also their determination to make positive changes.  

I worked on making a positive change, or one that I thought was positive, the plan was to develop a national 
transitional employer for those who have served their country, but all too often becoming lost and not having a 
purpose.  

I established ExFor+ CIC, gained grant funding in late 2017 and launched ExFor+ CIC from the House of 
Commons in the UK. The Grant funding was greatly welcomed but with it ExFor+ CIC could only implement a 
small part of a larger business plan. I was also having to focus on delivering support to meet the obligations of 
the grant funding and in this time also take on employees and aid them with their own personal development 
and growth this covered the period of 2018 to the end of 2019. Grant funding expired in early 2019 and since 
then I have mostly self funded the continuation of ExFor+ CIC.  

Covid 19 hit and basically brought an end to all face to face meetings in early 2020 which was the premise of 
the work that ExFor+ CIC was undertaking. This lead to me to understand the fragility of businesses further 
and also look at other ways of achieving the outcomes needed and required for a community that suddenly 
found themselves in isolation and lockdown.   

I turned towards new and emerging technologies and haven’t looked back, I have taken sometime to 
understand Blockchain from the inside out and I have watched as many have amassed wealth from this 
sector, I hope to create wealth in many areas, in individuals lives, communities and more. I believe this can be 
achieved through Blockchain technology and that is why I developed the VTKN. 
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Appendix B: 

Founders Rationale: 
In the UK there are almost 2000 plus charities that support the UK Veteran and Armed Forces Community, 
there are many gaps and all to often individuals fall through these. There needs to be an overarching, non 
government organisation, that doesn’t always rely on the kindness of others. Charities as a legal structure are 
believed to have lost their way over the past 100 years or so, they have become big businesses focusing on 
the income and outgoings and how they are going to keep up with the need.  

ExFor+ CIC came to the sector with a business plan rather than a charity idea but is established as a 
Community Interest Company, working for the community. The plan was simple but hard to get funding for and 
to generate income from donations as the CIC legal structure is new too many. Our plan was to employ 
individuals who found it hard to gain employment after serving their country. To utilise their skills and 
experiences to provide back betterment to their community and country both socially and economically. Whilst 
in providing back the support to the long term unemployed and economically inactive, income would be 
generated from government contracts. Along with a number of other avenues. Also an aim was to bring about 
a centralised structure that could help, support, employ and create positive change to peoples lives, often 
gaining income from donations to undertake this purpose.  

From my  experience, what has been seen, is the charities are uncoordinated, vast and have accrued vast 
sums of currency that they now hold on to for the just incase, not always supporting their beneficiaries. Some 
charities have even spent vast sums of the donations that they have received on executive salaries and 
initiatives that have not been supportive to beneficiaries.  

The charity sector for the veteran community in the UK alone is worth approximately £863m a year in the UK. 
Its big money and individuals want to maintain their organisation and wages, sometimes not placing the 
beneficiary first and foremost. These charities have become more business focused than beneficiary focused 
and this goes against what I am trying to achieve with ExFor+ CIC. 

With the VTKN and ExFor+ CIC there is the potential for all to win, the beneficiaries, the supporters of the 
VTKN and also the communities in which we all live around the world. Our aim is a global one, one which 
redefines the old perceptions. One that is forward thinking and progressive, one that supports the vulnerable, 
provides back and is supported by all. 
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